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Over the past 5 years, Ontario’s cycle tourism sector has grown significantly. Many regions, municipalities, communities and
businesses are taking steps forward, experiencing positive results and recognizing that Bikes Mean Business.
On March 1, 2013 the Ontario Cycle Tourism Forum showcased examples and shared lessons learned from across the province.
Our goal in hosting the event was to further inspire, inform and share the tangible tools needed to better capitalize on cycle tourism growth and the associated business opportunities.
With 24 speakers sharing such a diverse and vast range of expertise and knowledge it is our hope that this post conference
publication will help highlight some of their key points, extend the learnings beyond the conference day and reach a larger audience. We also intend for this publication to provide anecdotal evidence and observations documenting just how far the sector
has grown in Ontario over recent years.
If you are looking for a quick take away, you may want to consider some of the following emerging themes from the conference
proceedings:
• Product – Know what it is, how to best further develop it and who it appeals to.
• Partnerships – However and whatever you are trying to accomplish it is near impossible to achieve without working with and
valuing partners.
• Engage the consumer – Have your marketing materials tell a story. If it is authentic and personalized – they will come.
• Maps – An important marketing tool available in many different formats. With the growth in new mapping technologies there
are new opportunities to consider.
The Ontario Cycle Tourism Forum 2013 was a huge success, generating an incredible amount of positive feedback and bringing
together over 130 attendees from a variety of backgrounds. Conference evaluation shows 100% of attendees were indeed given
information and takeaway tools that will assist them in further developing their cycle tourism product, with the top next steps being connecting with partners, strategic planning, marketing and promotions.
As conference hosts and coordinators, Transportation Options and the Ontario Welcome Cyclists Partnership look forward to continuing to work further growing this valuable tourism sector, with outreach via the Welcome Cyclists Network and the Bike Train
Initiative, as well as new and existing partnerships.
We hope you will come along for the ride, and explore more of our beautiful province by bike.
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Welcome Cyclists Coordinator		

Joanne Hurley		
Finance & Admin

	
   Beth Jones

Board Chair

For more information on the Ontario Cycle Tourism Forum 2013, including presentations and speaker biographies visit
www.welcomecyclists.ca/octf13
For more information on Transportation Options programs visit www.transportationoptions.org
Or contact us at 416-827-2774, 1-866-701-2774 or information@welcomecyclists.ca
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Ontario Cycle Tourism Forum 2013 Presentations
Ontario Showcase
Presentations from regions across the province with a range of different perspectives on cycle tourism product development, regional or local initiatives, and participating tourism businesses. The diverse Ontario Showcase has information for rural to urban
areas and all stages of cycle tourism product development.
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Public Bike Sharing (BIXI Toronto) and Tourism - Sean Wheldrake - Project Lead, City of Toronto
Partnerships, Cooperation and Co-opetition - John Sustersic - Marketing and Events Manager, Hardwood Ski and Bike
Cycling Maps: Creating a map for your region - Kristi MacDonald - The Bike Shop in Gravenhurst
Observations from Behind the Counter and Notes on “Living the Dream” - Krys Hines - Owner, Domestique Café Cyclo Sportif
Launching a Bicycle Festival to Increase Cycling in Your Community - Dick Louch - President, Capital Vélo Fest
Niagara as a Cycling Destination - Sue Morin - Community Economic Development Manager, Venture Niagara
Georgian Bay Cycling Route - Maja Mielonen - Chair, Manitoulin Island Cycling Advocates
Cycling Through Serenity - Jennifer Tarini - Asst. Manager Park Operations & Land Planning, St. Lawrence Parks Commission
Wine Trail Rides: Starting a cycle tourism industry from scratch - Adriano Ciotoli - Co-Owner, Windsor Eats

Keynote
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Your Story, Their Stories - Laurie Dillon-Schalk - Planning Director, Digital, DraftFCB

Building on What you Have
Engaging the local business community, coordinating regional cycling committees, creating a regional cycle tourism strategy
and leveraging partnerships.
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Building Bicycle Tourism in Grey County - Bryan Plumstead - Manager of Economic Development & Tourism, Grey County Tourism
Building Blocks of a Regional Cycle Tourism Strategy - Susan Mathieu - Partner, Economic Planning Group of Canada
Investing in Ajax to Create a Cycling Destination - Steve Parish - Mayor, Town of Ajax

Making the Investment
Developing and maintaining paths, trails and signed routes, bike safety and design guidelines.
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Farther, Greener, Greater: Creating the Waterfront Trail - Marlaine Koehler - Executive Director, Waterfront Regeneration Trust
Building a Bicycle Friendly Ontario - Eleanor McMahon - Founder and CEO, Share the Road Cycling Coalition
Safe Trails for Tourism Excellence - Patrick Connor - Executive Director, Ontario Trails Council

Connecting with Cycling Tours and Events
What tour operators and directors are looking for, key elements to attracting tours and events, elements and benefits of hosting successful cycling events and connecting with local cycling clubs.
21
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What Every Touring Cyclist Wants - Melissa Claxton-Oldfield - Oshawa Cycling Club and Scenic Cycle Tours
Increasing Tourism: Outdoor Advocacy Through Mountain Bike Events and Trail Networks - Sean Ruppel - Owner, Super
Fly Racing and Co-Owner, Chico Racing
Vélo Québec Voyages - Yolande Garant - Director, Vélo Québec Voyages

Maps, Apps and Promotions
How to make the most useful paper and digital maps, using existing and new technologies to build apps and interactive
resources and creative packaging and itinerary themes.
24
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Diving into the Mobile Market - Peter Lipscombe - Web Project Coordinator, Waterfront Regeneration Trust
Digital Offline, Interactive Maps for Today’s Cyclist - Tristan Lyttle - App Manager, Avenza Systems Inc.
Building Destination Trails - Chris Hughes - Partner, BC Hughes Tourism Consulting

Keynote
27

Bicycles in Ontario: A Retailer/Distributor View on The Cycling Market and Trends - Martin McDonald - Toronto Branch
Manager, Live to Play Sports Group Inc.

Conference Hosts and Coordinators
28

Transportation Options and Ontario Welcome Cyclists Partnership - Louisa Mursell - Projects Director, Transportation Options

Ontario Showcase

Public Bike Sharing (BIXI Toronto) and Tourism

A Network of Stations

an incentive to use the bikes for short, one-way trips and prevents theft. The system serves over 40,000 casual users per
year; approximately 20% of these are tourists.
Figure 8: Preferred Docking Station Network based on Aggregate Population Density
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Toronto Public Bicycle System Proposed Service Area

SPADINA AVE

BIXI Toronto is a public bicycle sharing program with 80 stations and 1,000 bicycles in the downtown core. Bicycles are
available to registered members and casual users at any station, any time of day and are intended for short one-way trips
from one station to another much like a self-serve bicycle taxi.
Hence the name “BIXI”, a combination of “bicycle” and “taxi”.

SPADINA AVE

Sean Wheldrake - Project Lead, City of Toronto
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BIXI station locations and population density. (Credit: Andrea M. Garcia)
BIXI bikes in a docking station.

(Credit: Sean City of Toronto)

Program implementation in Toronto required a $5 million
capital investment from the Public Bike System Company
that created the BIXI system. This investment was supported
by the City of Toronto through a loan guarantee. The system
has a $2 million annual operating budget, which is financed
through membership fees and sponsors.

The Toronto BIXI network was built in the downtown core with
the most dense employment and residential populations, providing access to the system to the greatest number of people.
BIXI stations are also organized with tourists in mind. Stations
are located in close proximity to major downtown tourist attractions and those located on the waterfront trail in particular are popular with casual users.

The costs are significant but this successful program provides
an important service to its many members and user. Within
the first 6 months of operation, there were 4,000 memberships sold and over 300,000 trips taken. In October 2012, 18
months after commencing operations, BIXI celebrated its one
millionth trip.

For more information, visit www.toronto.bixi.com
If it’s
not working move it.

Time based fee structure and subscription options. (Credit: BIXI Toronto)

Annual memberships cost $95, monthly memberships are
$40 and a 24-hour pass for casual users costs $5. Each option provides 30-minute trips without additional costs. Using
a BIXI bike for trips longer than 30 minutes results in extra
charges that increase exponentially with time. This provides

BIXI is a flexible system. Stations can be temporary for special events
or easily moved to alternative locations.
(Credit: Pauline Craig)
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Partnerships, Cooperation and Co-opetition
John Sustersic - Marketing and Events Manager, Hardwood Ski and Bike
Hardwood Ski and Bike receives approximately 50,000 visitors per year – 350 of which are members. Approximately
25,000 visitors use the mountain bike facilities with equal
numbers using the cross-country skiing facilities over winter.
The use of Hardwood’s trails networks in all seasons greatly
maximizes facility use.

As a board member for Tourism Barrie, Sustersic has witnessed the significant economic benefit that cycling brings
to the region. The success of Hardwood Ski and Bike and
the regional cycling tourism industry is founded on the many
lasting partnerships that have been formed between service
providers, towns and the region.

Canada Cup race.				

The cooperative competition or co-opetition between partners
creates better value for the marketing investment of each partner. For example, customers staying at a local bed and breakfast
are offered discounted passes to Hardwood Ski and Bike. This
improves business for both Hardwood and partners by increasing the customer network and thereby expanding word of mouth
advertising – the most credible endorsement for any business.

Canada Cup starting line.			
Trails in winter and summer.

(Credit: Mitch Bailey)

(Credit: rkj__; and Wayne Dustin)

Hardwood’s partners include mountain bike clubs, accommodations, food and beverage establishments, local attractions, bike shops and other retailers, businesses, townships,
counties and municipalities. Cooperation and cross-promotion
between partners allows Hardwood and its partners to take
advantage of the fact that visitors come to the region for more
than one purpose.
6

(Credit: Mitch Bailey)

Sustersic recommends that businesses and operators look to
expand their partner networks beyond the “usual suspects”
to adequately capture and cater to a broad tourism market.
Partner networks should be re-evaluated regularly to determine which partnerships are working, how to improve existing
partnerships and to find new partners.
For more information, visit www.hardwoodskiandbike.ca
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Cycling Maps: Creating a map for your region
Kristi MacDonald - Owner, The Bike Shop in Gravenhurst
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MARY LAKE................................................ 43 KMS
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FALKENBURG ROUTE ......................49.4 KMS
A few hills, well paved, good shoulders.

PENINSULA LAKE LOOP ......................26 KMS

ECHO BEACH LOOP ............................33 KMS

From Gravenhurst, rolling hills, all paved.

Hilly but fun.

WASHAGO N’ BACK ..............................87 KMS

LAKE VERNON LOOP ......................32.2 KMS

Brief ride description would be placed here - optional

Long, no killer hills.

Start at Ravenscliffe, 3 big climbs either direction.

WASHAGO FULL LOOP ....................107 KMS

HUNTSVILLE LOOP ............................34.9 KMS

Super long...

Towards Brunel, watch out for Britannia, 1 big hill.

LAKE MUSKOKA LOOP ........................94 KMS

TRIATHLON ROUTE ..........................88.9 KMS

GERMANIA LOOP .............................. 51.3 KMS
TRIATHLON ROUTE ..............................40 KMS
Starts at Muskoka Wharf, Scenic, not many hills.
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B r a c e b r id g e

Start toward Brunel, nice rolling intermediate ride.

HOUSEY RAPIDS LOOP ......................45 KMS

Head out towards Dwight from Deerhurst Inn.

UTTERSON LOOP ..................................73 KMS
Start in Utterson. Park at tennis court parling lot. Rolling Hills.

ROSSEAU LOOP ....................................64.4KMS
Recommend starting at Shennamere parking lot, very hilly.

TRIATHLON ROUTE ..............................90 KMS
Scenic with Rolling hills and some short steep climbs.

Ask Your Local Muskoka Bike Shop
About Other Great Hidden Gems!
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• Researching the audience
who would benefit most from
a cycling map helps to identify
the best partners and funding
opportunities, and provides
context to help design the map
(both form and content) for its
intended purpose.
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The Cycling Muskoka Map project
enhanced awareness of bicycle
tourism in the region by engaging
local businesses and providing a
cost effective marketing tool.

MapproducedbyTheAllair MediaGroup© 2010. All rightsreserved. Thismapmaynot bereproducedor copiedinanywaywithout theexpresswrittenpermissionof Allair MediaGroup. Mapisintendedfor recreational useonlyat thepublishedscale.
Print, Web and Advertising Design Development - Locatedat 291 Bay St. Gravenhurst Ontario, P1P1H1 • Call: 705.681.0258 • Toll Free: 1.800.656.1973 • EM:info@allairmedia.com• Visit UsOnlineat: www.AllairMedia.com
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Recreational activities near hydro
stations and dams are dangerous
17

For your own safety obey all warnings at hydroelectric stations, dams and their surrounding
shorelines and waterways. These facilities operate year-round, affecting water flows. Water
that looks safe can become treacherous in minutes
and ice forming near, or even several
Mordolphin
Port
kilometres away,
can Severn
become dangerous. Signs, fences, buoys and safety booms are there
to warn you, but if you see water levels changing, move a safe distance away immediately.
Be advised that people trespassing on OPG property may face charges, with fines of up
to $2,000.

• Deciding in advance which
types of cycling the map should
target (road, trail, BMX, snow
biking), makes it possible to indicate all relevant routes,
facilities and destinations and to determine the most appropriate scale from local to regional routes.

Visit opg.com to receive your free water safety DVD or brochure.
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We Welcome Your Stay.
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Advertising sales supported the design and printing of the bike map
and grew awareness of cycling tourism in Muskoka.

• What do you want your map to showcase?
• deciding the perimeters
• deciding the types of cycling to include
• BMX, Road, Mountain and snow bikes

• Knowing where the map will be made available (online, local
retailers, hotels) will help with design decisions that capitalize on the advertising potential that the map offers to sponsors. Advertising businesses on a map that is made available
at tourist locations can help to promote local businesses to
the tourist market as well as to local residents.
• Timing the development, printing, launch, and distribution
of the map with local events and tourist seasons can help

to maximize exposure for sponsors and can help to highlight local trails and cycling facilities to a broad population
of visitors and locals.

Creating the Muskoka Cycling Map also encouraged destination development with several partners purchasing bicycle
racks for their business locations.
For more information, visit www.thebikeshopingravenhurst.com

Three types of bicycle tourists include road cyclists, mountain bikers and BMX riders. 				
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Observations from Behind the Counter and Notes on “Living the Dream”
Krys Hines - Owner, Domestique Café Cyclo Sportif
Following two decades of experience in the coffee and
bicycle industries, Hines combined his passions by opening Domestique Café Cyclo Sportif, a cycling-themed coffee
shop in Dundas, Ontario. Krys shared his experience with
operating a bicycle-oriented business and the contribution
this has to cycle tourism in the Dundas and Hamilton area.

The cafe also hosts evening events.

(Credit: Lori Steuart)

The value that the café brings to the community has been
recognized by the local Business Improvement Association
who has requested that a cycling event be hosted in Dundas
to attract cyclists to all businesses in the area.
Café Domestique owner Krys Hines

(Credit: Cathie Coward)

During the summer cycling season, the café serves up to
500 cyclists per weekend. Located in downtown Dundas and
within 60 km from a number of urban centres and towns,
Café Domestique is a hub for road cyclists riding longer distances in the region. Weekend cyclists, often arriving in large
groups, and sometime including professional cyclists, are
valued customers.

Recently, a professional bicycle mechanic shop opened in
the space above the café. This shop offers one of the few
professional level bicycle mechanic services in the Golden
Horseshoe area. This has been a very successful business
bringing complimentary business for the café and vice versa.
After a relatively short time in business, the mechanic shop is
already looking to expand its facilities.
For more information, visit www.cafedomestique.com

The business is committed to being a part of the Dundas
community. The café is a convenient stop for local cyclists
and Hines is working with local police and the Bike for Life
organization to expand marketing and outreach to a broader
cycling community.
8

The location and coffee attracts cycling pros including Jamie Riggs,
Denise Ramsden, Steve Meyer and Mandy Dryer. (Credit: Marc Landry)
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Launching a Bicycle Festival to Increase Cycling in Your Community
Dick Louch - President, Capital Vélo Fest
The presentation provided valuable tips for towns, cities or
regions looking to host their own bicycle festival. Capital Vélo
Fest is Ottawa’s annual bicycle festival celebrating cycling in
Canada’s capital city.

Tips for organizing a successful bicycle festival:
• When identifying partners and roles, discounted venue
rentals may be available to non-profit organizations
• During event planning, consider sponsors that you wish to
recruit and the types of events that would interest them
• Create a website and use social media

www.CapitalVeloFest.ca
The first Vélo Fest was organized in 2011 in Ottawa where a
strong cycling culture existed. A “cycling mecca”, Ottawa has
excellent facilities for road and mountain biking including well
known trails and routes along the Ottawa River and in nearby
Gatineau Park, as well as a mountain bike trail network in the
west end of the city.
The idea for Vélo Fest was conceived in November 2010 and
the festival launched 6 months later. Despite the tight timelines
the festival was a success with 1,000 people in attendance.

Tour de Nuit is fun and safe for all ages.

(Credit: Dick Louch)

• Build on the existing bicycle culture in your community Capital Vélo Fest took advantage of existing marketing opportunities through established groups and networks such
as bicycle advocacy groups and charities hosting cycling
themed fundraising events
• Consider partnering with local schools - Vélo Fest partnered
with a local high school to design their poster art
• Recruit volunteers from across the community including
schools and volunteer organizations
• Consider attractions or gimmicks that will wide appeal - like
a bicycle powered blender to make fresh smoothies
For more information, visit www.capitalvelofest.com

Bicycle-powered Tour de Nuit ghost train.

(Credit: Dick Louch)

Activities included a bike rodeo at Ottawa City Hall’s Festival
Plaza, bike polo tournaments, a vendor fair, a bike decorating
station and CAN-BIKE bicycle safety demonstrations. The day
ends with a “Tour de Nuit”, similar to the Montreal’s larger
event by the same name where city streets are closed off to
provide a dedicated route for a large group ride through the
downtown area at night.

Making it look easy at a bike polo match.

Bikes Do Mean Business: Showcasing Ontario’s Growing Cycle Tourism Sector

(Credit: Dick Louch)
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Niagara as a Cycling Destination
Sue Morin - Community Economic Development Manager Venture Niagara Community Futures Development Corporation
One of the tourism campaigns for Niagara Region is getting the word out that “There’s more than the falls.” Cycling
tourism is “a game everyone can play” and Niagara is well
positioned to attract bikers.

Family friendly riding.

However, this is a great time to invest in cycling. Support for
cycling infrastructure and policy is growing in Niagara and
Ontario. More people are choosing to cycle as transportation
costs rise and for the health benefits, which is creating more
cycle tourism and demand for infrastructure.
Past successes and future growth is the result of numerous
partners from various arenas working together, including committees, advocacy groups, tourism groups, policy makers and
cycling supporters of all kinds.

(Credit: Niagara Tourism)

The Niagara Region has a lot to offer cyclists, including great
weather, extended riding seasons, all kinds of cycling. There
are existing cycling routes, the Greater Niagara Circle Route,
mountain biking and welcoming accommodations including
Cycle and Stay Bed and Breakfasts who offer luggage transfer.
There is plenty of room for improvement though. One weakness
is limited transportation to Niagara by road and rail, especially
with bicycles. Most visitors have to drive. There is also limited
local research and information on cycling and cycling tourism,
although a study of the economic value of active transportation
is in progress.

Recreational trails with a verdant view.

(Credit: Niagara Tourism)

This year Niagara Region is delighted to be hosting its inaugural event – the GranFondo. Early bird sales have been strong
and 4,000 cyclists and their supporters are expected.
For more information, visit www.ventureniagara.com

Niagara would enhance it’s appeal to cyclists with increased
and better signage and providing facilities in all areas.
Further challenges include
competition for cyclists from
other locations, with a plethora
of events and attractive locations around Ontario, Quebec
and south of the border. This
is compounded by the lack
of awareness of Niagara’s
cycling routes outside the area
and province. Finally, limited
resources are available to
address these concerns.
10

Cycling in Niagara/Niagara en vélo
Bikes Do Mean Business: Showcasing Ontario’s Growing Cycle Tourism Sector

(Credit: Niagara Region)
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Georgian Bay Cycling Route
Maja Mielonen - Manitoulin Island Cycling Advocates
Manitoulin Island Cycling Advocates started in 2010 lobbying
for paved shoulders. In 2011, they hosted the first Share the
Road Ride and in 2012 launched a website and published the
Manitoulin Island Cycling Routes and Road Map. For 2013,
they have adopted an advocacy role for the Georgian Bay
Cycling Route.

Tobermory is accessible from the Greater Toronto Area by car,
bike and limited public transportation. Parkbus connects to
nearby Owen Sound and the GoTrain travels to Barrie.

The vision is a 900 km route around Georgian Bay, travelling
through three Regional Tourism Organizations (RTOs). The
journey would take a week or more, depending on how fast
one rides, and includes part of the Trans Canada Trail.
Starting in South Baymouth, where the M.S. Chi-Cheemaun ferry
arrives from Tobermory, the route heads north on paved shoulders along Highway 6, through Manitoulin and the La Cloche
Mountains to Espanola. Heading east along low traffic roads
where available, the route follows part of the Trans Canada Trail
through, a Rainbow Routes achievement, out to Wahnapitae.

Economic benefits of cycle tourism.

Economic Benefits:

(Credit: MICA)

This route is in the initial phases of development and requires
LODGING
on-going support in addition to:

We thank you for your time,
You can well imagine that a good bed
atLeadership
night for
isa appreciated
after
1.
province-wide cycle tourism
plana long day
Heading south along old Highway 69, the Georgian Bay
upport
and
interest.
in
the
saddle.
2.
Community
support
Cycling Route will benefit local businesses now cut off by
Highway 400, re-establish active living and provide economic
development. One of Ontario’s gems, Killarney Provincial Park
would again be accessible by bike, for visitors and locals. The
route continues along low traffic roads, existing non-motorized
trails and paved shoulders through the Bruce Peninsula until
returning to Tobermory.

3. Involvement from the RTOs
4.
Ministry of Transportation involvement
GASTRONOMY
5.
Internationally
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We
all know
thatsignage
good, healthy

food
You can find facts, stats, fuels the cyclist.
This Georgian Bay Cycling Route would become an internadestination thanks to its size, accessibility and variety
ontact information , andtional
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of
beautiful landscapes it travels through, including ManitouCyclists,
just like
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lin,
the largest freshwater
Islandall
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world.other visitors,
map details on our website.
enjoy attending local attractions and
MICA
sees the
Bay Cycling
Route as
a vital link to
events
toGeorgian
sweeten
their
journey.
the province-wide cycling network.

www.manitoulincycling.com
For more information, visit www.manitoulincycling.com

Proposed route and alternatives.

(Credit: MICA)

View from Ten Mile Point.
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Ontario Showcase

Cycling Through Serenity
Jennifer Tarini - Assistant Manager, Park Operations and Land Planning, St. Lawrence Parks Commission
The St. Lawrence Parks Commission (SLPC) is an Ontario asset
with cultural heritage, pristine landscape and much to offer
cycle tourists. Spanning from Kingston to the Quebec border,
the SLPC is accessible by bicycle from three VIA Rail stations.

Bike-friendly camp site 			

(Credit: SLPC)

attractions. A partnership with the Waterfront Regeneration
Trust has resulted in the installation of signage along the path
and at trail heads, helping to guide cyclists on their way and
direct them towards the SLPC’s parks and destinations.
The Long Sault Parkway recently increased roadway width with
paved shoulders. 				
(Credit: SLPC)

Located within a biosphere Reserve, the parks attractions
include trails, 2 parkways and 12 parks bordering the St. Lawrence River, Upper Canada Village, UNESCO World Heritage
Site Fort Henry, a bird sanctuary, a golf course, a marina,
6 beaches, 8 campgrounds and 200 km of internal cycling
paths within a unique heritage corridor
The cycling paths are part of Waterfront Trail and each year
participants in the Great Waterfront Trail Adventure as well as
other cyclists are welcomed to SLPC campsites, facilities and

Tarini and the SLPC take pride in catering to cycle tourists.
Currently cyclists have access to bike storage, instant camping, cabins, showers, laundry and food services.
The Park is building on these current amenities as well by
revitalizing to enhance the trail networks multiple uses
and safety of the cycling system. Proposed and in progress
changes include:
• Resurfacing the 1000 Islands Parkway multi-use,
accessible recreational trail
• More accommodation, both instant camping and cabins
• Safe links to other trails
• Storage and lockers
• More bicycle racks at
various locations
• A SLPC and area cycling map
• Stay and Play combining
cycling with other recreation
• Interpretive signage at rest
stops and cycle trails
For more information, visit
www.stlawrenceparks.com

SLPC has cultural, historical and natural attractions. 			
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(Credit: SLPC)
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Ontario Showcase

Wine Trail Rides: Starting a cycle tourism industry from scratch
Adriano Ciotoli - Co-Owner, Windsor Eats
Windsor Eats started as a local menu guide to showcase the
culinary offerings of the Windsor-Essex region. The operation
grew to include restaurant weeks and but tours. However, the
tours felt hurried and lacked “something”.
The idea for cycling tours came out the desire to slow down
and see, feel and smell an area while enjoying eating, drinking and riding. The first Wine Trail Ride was launched, selling out 30 spots. Growing to
50 riders per tour, every ride
sold out for the first 2½ years,
showing an unmet demand to
experience culinary tourism in a
new way, from both locals and
international tourists.
Windsor Eats and Wine Trail Rides have changed the tourism industry in Windsor-Essex. In 2009, Wine Trail Rides was
named Ontario’s Best Culinary Tourism Experience, followed
by Innovator of the Year in 2010 from the Canadian Tourism
Industry. Recently tours around the City of Windsor have been
added, with Bikes and Beers.

Enjoying local wine.

(Credit: Adriano Ciotoli)

County Wide Active Transportation Study in Essex will help to
add trails and on-road routes county-wide but connections
between the city and county are necessary as well.
Political Buy In - With more success and demand, municipal
support, which is essential to long term success, began to grow.
In addition to the myriad of environmental and health benefits, it is essential to demonstrate that cycle tourism is in
alignment with economic development goals.
Wine Trail Rides has demonstrated a significant Return on
investment. Tour surveys indicate that:
• 70% were visiting every stop for the first time, bringing new
people to local businesses
• 18% stayed overnight, extending the stay beyond the tour
• 100% would recommend the experience to friends and family, the strongest form of advertising
• Each 5-6 hour tour generates about $10,000 of local spending

Wine Trail Ride past vineyards.

(Credit: Adriano Ciotoli)

For more information, visit www.windsoreats.com

This success didn’t come without challenges. The obstacles
faced in creating a unique culinary tourism product were:
Business Buy In - The initial tours were developed with local
cyclists, clubs, supportive businesses and cycling champions.
After Wine Trail Rides was a proven success, more businesses
got on board.
Cycling Infrastructure and Policy - Local conditions and attitudes impact cycle tourism. In some areas, by-laws prohibit cyclists from riding side by side. Although the practice is deemed
safer, Wine Trail routes had to be adjusted to avoid these areas.
The tours have been successful on low traffic rural roads, but
some areas require cycling infrastructure improvements. The

Help the media get the word out by telling them
what the story is.
Each year a new story was created around the following facts:
Year 1: Windsor Eats is offering the first cycling tours in
Windsor-Essex.
Year 2: The tours have significant economic benefits.
Year 3: We won some awards!
Year 4: Check out our new local tours.

Bikes Do Mean Business: Showcasing Ontario’s Growing Cycle Tourism Sector
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Keynote

Your Story, Their Stories
Laurie Dillon-Schalk - Planning Director, Digital, DraftFCB
Social media has forever changed how brands, companies and
products communicate to its audiences. Consumers are using multiple screens, turning to friends for recommendations and bypassing
some traditional brand messaging. Social media has introduced
more informal perspectives and some are putting their messages in
context to what is happening around us. We can no longer publish
content the way we used to.

Content is just a commodity
without storytelling … - Mark Evans
Storytelling is a very important form of communication. It is natural,
more quickly processed than facts or information – AND – allows
brands to safely move closer to a social, personal style of writing.
Moreover, stories are important as they can add more value to the
brands, companies or products they describe. Often, more effective
than the stories brands share, are the stories others tell about you
and your product.
How does one become a good storyteller?
Understand how consumers make decisions. Understanding the
consumer purchase decision is a cornerstone to creating solid
marketing strategies. In advertising, we are also studying behaviour
economics, that is understanding the social, cognitive or emotional
triggers in consumer decisions. For instance, one trigger is social
proof; the compelling reason to do something is because others are
doing it. This is much like choosing to eat at a restaurant because
it is busy or McDonald’s signage saying ‘over a billion served’. Consider how to communicate that your product is a popular choice.
Make the recommendations about you visible. The most trusted
media trumping tv, radio, newsletters, etc are overwhelmingly
recommendations from friends and family. Second to this is recommendations from other consumers. Digital media is more trusted
than traditional media. Consider how to embed positive recommendations for your business into marketing and communications.
Social networks are exploring how to reinforce ‘social recommendations’ within their platforms. Facebook pages have sections for
business recommendations. Many social networks and websites
will start showing your friends endorsements against travel choices.
Manage and promote your recommendations – especially those
found on social and mobile networks.
Tell a story that people have not heard before. Even if the story you
want to tell is a familiar one, there are always new ways to tell it. A
compelling example is Canadian Astronaut Chris Hadfield who is
currently on board the International Space Station. By broadcasting
simple stories of daily life in space via Youtube and Twitter, Hadfield
is sharing stories NASA had yet to tell. The NASA YouTube channel
has over 40 million views to date.
14

Think of a story as a continuous plot over a series of posts.
There are several social platforms that offer abbreviated messaging – from Facebook posts, to tweets to Twitter’s new Vine
six second video tool. It is hard to tell story in one post – so
consider the story told over a series of posts. Bring your audience into a story scene by scene, engaging them and leaving
them wanting more.
Tell your story from the perspective of the target market. As
marketers, we can lose touch with our storytelling voice. To reach
multicultural/multilingual audiences, we need to offer a local voice
and perspective. For instance, if you want to reach French Canadians, it is not enough to translate your message. You must insist on
adapting for local context and offer a French Canadian perspective.
A brilliant example of local adaptation comes from the public
Facebook pages of ‘Discover America - Canada’. Rather than
only post about American Independence Day, the page shared
where Canadians could find Canada Day celebrations in the
United States. This recognized that Canadians wanted to
celebrate Canada Day despite being abroad.
Research “influencers,” such
as media or previous clients
and use them to tell your
story. If you are lucky enough
to have identified influencers
[spokespersons who reach desired audiences with relevant,
trusted and timely content],
consider how you might apChris Hadfield on Twitter
proach them so that they can
generate stories on your behalf. Have you researched their
work? What tier of influencer are they? [Do they truly have strong
reach? Are their followers fake?] Do their messages
resonate with your audience?
Of all the social platforms, we have found twitter quite effective in reaching and building relationships with influencers. If
you are fortunate to have an influencer review your product
or service, be up front about your marketing objective. Many
brands fail to share their objectives with influencers and so
the stories published do not help brand goals.
By following these tips, organizations, brands and service providers can leverage storytelling to gain better social traction
for cycle tourism in their communities.
For more information, visit www.draftfcb.ca or connect with Laurie
on twitter at @ldillonschalk.
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Building on What You Have

Building Bicycle Tourism in Grey County
Bryan Plumstead - Manger of Economic Development and Tourism, Grey County Tourism and Grey County Cycling Committee
Grey County is a friendly rural destination with hills, water
and views. Already a well-known 4-season destination, Grey
County Tourism has recently focused on developing their
cycling product. As part of the overarching vision to increase
sustainable tourism revenues through managing and marketing, Grey County set the goal of becoming a premiere cycling
destination in Ontario in 5 years.

Sharing the Road in farm country

(Credit: Bryan Plumstead)

water bottles. The OPP hosted a ride-along, handing out 600
water bottles and demonstrating support for cyclists.
Today, the Town of Blue Mountains has benefitted from the
following successful initiatives:
• A strong Share the Road program
• Economic development from attracting cyclists and events
• Clear policies that help event organizers meet municipal
requirements, ensure safety and improve community image
• Regional commitment from Health Units, Municipalities,
Counties, OPP detachments and the private sector
• A completed Active Transportation Audit
• Providing road construction and maintenance schedules on
the Town website so users can plan their rides and routes
• Bronze Level Bicycle Friendly Community in 2011

The tourism department led the initiative by bringing partners
together and facilitating communication. The Grey County
Cycling Committee has members from local cycling clubs,
bicycle shop owners, advocates, the Town of Blue Mountains,
Grey County Transportation Services and Blue Mountain Resort, the Centurion host and downhill mountain biking facility
Blue Mountains is known for hosting the Centurion Cycling
event since 2010.
Bicycle Friendly Community
BRONZE

Centurion cyclists

blue mountains
Bicycle Friendly Community

BLUE MOUNTAINS
Population: 6,453
Contact: Shawn Everitt,
Director of Recreation
severitt@thebluemountains.ca

Community Highlights
The Blue Mountains is located
on the Nottawasaga Bay along
the Shores of Georgian Bay. The
natural amenities and landscape
provide exceptional Georgian
Bay vistas as well as challenging

elevation contours that provide
world class cycling opportunities
in the spring, summer and fall
seasons. The Blue Mountains
has truly become a destination
for all types of cyclists as
well benefits from having an
active resident population that
utilizes many forms of Active
Transportation and is clearly
committed to providing a
sustainable community. The
Bicycle Friendly Community
designation has been an
excellent opportunity for The

Blue Mountains and we continue
to strive for cycling excellence.

Most Significant Recent
Accomplishment
Our biggest accomplishment
is the success of our Share
the Road Program and its
commitment to increase strong
marketing and promotion, in
particular the connection of
marketing and education with
cycling and our agricultural
community. The sharing

of our roadways through
our agricultural areas with
cycling traffic and agricultural
equipment along with typical
vehicular traffic is a constant
area of concern.
For 2012/2013 it is a
key goal of our town to create
educational and promotional
techniques that address these
concerns. Having a consistent
message that regardless of
which community you are in
there are similar roadway use
expectations.

Most Compelling Community
Statistic

Positive Outcome from
Receiving a BFC Designation

Most compelling in the Town of
Blue Mountains is the overall
interest in cycling from the
community. An annual cycling
event held in the community
saw an drastic increase in
participation from 1351 in 2010
to 2814 in 2011. This event
further brings riders to prepare
and train during the summer
months.

This award has allowed the Town
of Blue Mountains to become
a leader in our region as a
Bicycle Friendly Community
and in spreading the Share the
Road program and message.
This in turn has created new
opportunities for stronger ties
and a more regional approach to
thinking about cycling with our
neighbouring communities.

The Town of Blue Mountains is a Bronze Level Bicycle Friendly
Community
(Credit: Share the Road Cycling Coalition)
10 | Bicycle Friendly Community Yearbook

Bicycle Friendly Community Yearbook | 11

Bringing the event to Grey County required support from numerous local champions to engage the community about concerns of the competing needs of agricultural sector, businesses, cyclists and other users. The Cycling Committee provided
a framework to engage in an ongoing dialogue that includes
Share the Road Cycling Coalition, local towns, cyclists and the
Ontario Provincial Police (OPP).
Marketing and outreach has been shared across the community. Bike shops and car dealerships hand out promotional
materials including Share the Road magnets, stickers and

		

(Credit: Marc Landry)

The County as a whole is also making significant progress. In
2009, Grey County passed a paved shoulder policy and now
70 km of roads have a paved shoulder. Grey County is also
undertaking a Transportation Master Plan with the goal of
encouraging active transportation.
Grey County attracts recreational cyclists with rail trails, mountain bikers with Blue Mountain and neighboring facilities, and
road cyclists for the hills, views and signature event, the Centurion. Since 2010, the popular event grew from 1300 to 3955
riders. The events continues to expand with family friendly kid
rides, more charity rides, and a bigger event on Sunday.
The Centurion has a significant economic impact on the region:
• 42% of riders visited at least once to train prior to the event
• 80% of riders are tourists
• Each rider spends an average of $300
Future growth includes expanding Welcome Cyclists Network
and developing experience based itineraries.
For more information, visit www.visitgrey.ca
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Building on What You Have

Building Blocks of a Regional Cycle Tourism Strategy
Susan Mathieu - Partner, Economic Planning Group of Canada
The development of a regional cycle tourism strategy should
incorporate the answers to the following questions:
Who’s going to do the work?
First, establish a committee of cyclists, tourism groups, bike
businesses, and municipal representatives, keeping the committee small enough that it can get work done.

What cycle tourism market will you attract?
Depending on the level or kind of cycling, there are different
desires and expectations your cycling destination can meet.
Leisure, family and recreational cyclists like flat roads, very
safe routes and make lots of stops. For touring, road, mountain biking and competitive cyclists, biking is the main reason
for the trip and they are looking for challenging terrain, events
and refueling.

Assess Your
Infrastructure
& Resources
Match
Products
with Markets

Decide What
Needs to Be
Done

Prepare an
Action
Plan

Look at the
Markets

Do it!

Work
with
Partners

What do you have to work with?
Most cyclist tourists look for more than just the cycling activity
when selecting their next ride destination but also scenery,
food, small communities, attractions and options en route.
An effective strategy will build on existing strengths and start
with what can be easily developed.
What’s unique in your region? What hidden gems, experiences or
services are there? Be realistic and practical about what can be
achieved – all actions take money and human resources.

Regional Cycle Tourism Strategy steps.

(Credit: Sue Mathieu)

What is your Action Plan?
• Target your market with the experiences you have to offer
• Determine short and long term plans
• Short term goals may include signage, existing trail upgrades, paved shoulders or new trails
• List actions – Be specific, who will do it, where money will
come from, when it will happen
Keys To Success
• Municipal support: Make the full case including economic
development and health benefits
• Leverage partnerships: Get bike businesses, tourism, economic development and cycling champions on board
• Quick wins: Start small within the long term strategy. For
example, complete 5 km of 50 km trail
• Engage the press: Share stories of local success and larger
goals with the media to get the word out and more support.

For more information, visit www.epgcanada.com
Unique cycling path.
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(Credit: Rob Wong, RCMG)
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Building on What You Have

Investing in Ajax to Create a Cycling Destination
Steve Parish - Mayor, Town of Ajax
As Ajax’s longest serving mayor and a dedicated cyclist, Mayor
Steve Parish has many reasons to support cycling and cycle
tourism in the Town of Ajax. Ajax was recognized as a Bicycle
Friendly Community and has become a cycling destination
thanks to dedicated funding, economic development and
community partners.
Cycle tourism is related to all cycling activities and active
transportation, so there are numerous players. Relationships
with cycling clubs, cycling trail advisory committee and advocates all help guide policy and decision making.

Cycling events, like Ajax’s Ride With the Mayor, further cycling culture.
(Credit: Town of Ajax)

Recognizing the financial impacts has also been essential in
cycling investment. The business community is involved as members of the Welcome Cyclists Network. This process also works in
tandem with other goals, like park development. For example, a
conservation area is being developed as a mountain bike centre,
benefiting the economy, environment and cyclists.

Multi-use Waterfront Trail along Lake Ontario.

(Credit: Town of Ajax)

In Ajax, cycling infrastructure has dedicated revenue sources.
Cycling infrastructure like bike lanes, paths, racks and signage are included in the Capital Budget and are funded every
year by development charges and the Federal Gas Tax.
Rather than discussing if a project will be funded, Council
and the community can discuss which projects will go ahead.
Thanks to these measures, Ajax’s 67 km2 boasts 120 km of
bike lanes.

Signage is essential and achievable cycling infrastructure.
(Credit: Town of Ajax)

“If Ajax can become a cycling destination,
anywhere can become a cycling destination.”
Mayor Parish left the group with a challenge. In the book 50
Places to Cycle Before You Die, there are no Ontario destinations listed and perhaps in the next edition there can be. The
province is not lacking in beauty or destinations but the type
of cycling infrastructure that welcomes cyclists, makes them
feel safe, and meets their needs.
For more information, visit www.ajax.ca

The Waterfront Trail.			
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Making the Investment

Farther, Greener, Greater: Creating the Waterfront Trail
Marlaine Koehler - Executive Director, Waterfront Regeneration Trust
The Waterfront Trail, a project of the Waterfront Regeneration Trust (WRT), stretches along Lake Ontario from Niagara
to Quebec, with a recent Lake Erie addition. The path is 30%
dedicated off-road paths with interpretative signs, 30% quiet
residential streets or rural roads and 40% secondary highways
with a shoulder (with the exception of 100 km of highway).

Projects for the coming years include:
• Improving signage along the route
• Continued work on improving safety;
• Enhancing the route, bringing some parts closer to the water
• Queens Quay in Toronto
• Completing the New International Seaway Bridge in Cornwall
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Map featuring new Lake Erie trail

(Credit: Marlaine Koehler)

Safety improvements have been made along the entire route,
including increased Share the Road signs and reduced speed
limits. There are ongoing efforts to increase awareness of
cyclists; improve and repair paths and trails; build new infrastructure that will make cycling safer and move parts of the
trail closer to the water’s edge.

Waterfront Trail cycling jersey

(Credit: Marlaine Koehler)

The Waterfront Regeneration Trust (WRT) began in 1988 as a
Royal Commission focussing on the Toronto Waterfront, with
a joint mandate from the Provincial and Federal governments.
Led by former Toronto mayor, David Crombie, the commission
set out nine guiding principles: clean, green, connected,
affordable, useable, open, diverse, attractive and accessible.

Consistent signage is essential for wayfinding, especially for
the new infrastructure. Directional and trailhead signs give the
scope of the trail and direct cyclists to rail stations, destinations
and nearby attractions. The signs also indicate how far the trail
extends, inspiring people by showing how far they can go.

2013 Great Waterfront Trail Adventure flier (Credit: Marlaine Koehler)

With a self-imposed deadline of completing the signed route by
2013, the WRT brought together community representatives,
cycling experts and Ontario cycling groups to determine the
route, feasibility and requirements to create a Lake Erie trail
starting in 2011. With the WRT responsible for signage, lakeshore communities committed $77 million for infrastructure.
This year the 6th annual Great Waterfront Trail Adventure,
August 11-17, will follow this new trail from Lakeshore to Fort
Erie to celebrate the opening of the route.
18

Unique trail features.

(Credit: Marlaine Koehler)

After losing government agency status in 1999, the WRT has
continued as a registered charity. In 2003 the Waterfront
Trust received $9.2 million from the province to fund 53 projects and commitments from municipalities and partners for
$23 million of investment. By 2007 the Trust completed the
projects and the Waterfront Trail with signs between Niagara
and the Quebec Border.
For more information, visit www.waterfronttrail.org
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Building a Bicycle Friendly Ontario
Eleanor McMahon - Founder and CEO, Share the Road Cycling Coalition
Share The Road Cycling Coalition (STR) serves to:
• Unite cyclists and cycling groups across Ontario
• Lead the growth of Bicycle Friendly Communities by advocating for cycling infrastructure and policies at all levels of
government
• Provide education about cycling in Ontario through marketing, cycling events and other forums
Create Political
Champions

Provincial Role:
Policies, Legislation
Infrastructure Funding
Education for cyclists/
motorists

Ontario Bicycle
Strategy

Advocacy

Bike Summits
(5 in 2013)

Bicycle Friendly
Communities
Province-wide Ad
Campaign: CAA
Lake Erie Tour Launch

Change
the
Conversation

Build
the
movement

Share the Road
Rides (8)
Ontario CAN!
(Cycling Advocacy
Network)

Share the Road’s roles

(Credit: Eleanor McMahon)

The Bicycle Friendly Communities Initiative (BFC) started in 1996
and came to Ontario in 2010. Now 30% of Ontario’s population
lives in the 18 Bicycle Friendly Communities, “with a high quality
of life, where people want to live, work and visit.”
An overview of the proposed
Ontario Bicycle Strategy, the
first update in 20 years, was
released in 2012. Based
on the STR’s, “Green Paper
on Bicycling in Ontario,” it
proposes a framework for
municipal infrastructure and
a mechanism for legislative
change.

Planning office poster. (Credit: Press Office, City of Muenster, Germany)

-- Bicycle: 72 people = 90 square meters.
--Car: average occupancy of 1.2 people per car, 60 cars are needed to transport 72 people= 1,000
square meters.
-- Bus: 72 people can be transported on 1 bus, which only requires 30 square meters of space

is growing. 58% of Ontarians report that they would like to
cycle more often. More cycling infrastructure, road safety and
bike lanes or trails would encourage more cycling.
Share the Road is currently advocating for the diversion of
1% ($25 million) of the Province of Ontario’s transportation
budget to build cycling infrastructure, support bike education programs for all ages with a focus on schools, fund
active and safe routes to school and implement the Ontario
Bicycle Strategy.
With support for cycling from Ontario Premier Kathleen
Wynne and Minister of Transportation Glen Murray, cycling is
on the move in Ontario.

Building
Bicycle Friendly
Communities

For more information, visit www.sharetheroad.ca

2012

Bicycle Friendly Community Yearbook

It also calls for enhanced
communication between
municipalities; better education for drivers and cyclists; 2012 Bicycle Friendly Communities
(Credit: STR)
greater acknowledgement
that bikes matter and are a priority; a province-wide network;
and dedicated provincial funding envelope. STR is working to
encourage municipalities to continue to lobby the province to
continue work set out in the strategy.
www.sharetheroad.ca

Share the Road Rides taking place across Ontario further
support, promote and build the movement. Polling data from
2012 shows cycling and the potential for growth in cycling

Olympic cross-country skier Devon Kershaw (center) participating in
a STR Ride in Sudbury
			
(Credit: STR)
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Safe Trails for Tourism Excellence
Patrick Connor - Executive Director, Ontario Trails Council
The Ontario Trails Council (OTC) is a charity that promotes the
development, preservation, management and use of recreational trails in Ontario. The group began in 1988 with the
objective of conserving trails in Ontario for all users including
hikers, cyclists, equestrians and snowmobilers. Their role has
expanded to include:
• Lobbying for safe and responsible use of trails
• Providing education on the use, maintenance, development
and accessibility of trails
• Being a resource for trail information for users, organizations and government
• Developing and increasing the number of trails in Ontario
57

It is important to understand where the trail is,
where it goes and who it is for.

Mountain biking trail in winter.

Credit: Patrick Connor

When developing a trail development, issues that must be
addressed are:
The presentation provided an overview of trail safety
including risks, trail maintenance and managing laws,
regulations and liabilities to reduce risk. One of the pronounced risks is where trails cross roads, complicated by
the multiple jurisdictions and stakeholders. Maintenance
is another issue, when different trail uses necessitate different requirements.

• Educating multiple trail users about sharing the trail
• Maintenance implications
• The concerns and needs of all stakeholders, including trail
users and land owner(s)
• Risks associated with the trial and legal implications
To manage trail development, the creation of sub-committees
can be of use to research and address the risks associated
with the trail, develop the infrastructure, ensure adequate
signage and find the balance between risk awareness and
trails management.
For more information, visit www.ontariotrails.on.ca.

47

Trail and road intersection.

Credit: Patrick Connor

Every trail is unique with multiple factors to consider. For
instance the popularity of Toronto’s Kay Gardiner Beltline
Trail with runners, cyclists, walkers, dog walkers and families
has led to issues with erosion, water diversion and deterioration of adjacent land. Wintertime maintenance is another
concern. Maintenance may be spread out over different
jurisdictions making responsibility an issue.
20

Limiting access to a bridge.

36
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Connecting with Cycling Tours and Events

What Every Touring Cyclist Wants
Melissa Claxton-Oldfield - President, Oshawa Cycling Club and Owner, Scenic Cycle Tours
The Oshawa Cycling Club promotes cycling in Durham Region
with many local rides. The full events calendar also features
rides further afield and out of the region. As President, Melissa Claxton-Oldfield has been instrumental in growing the
club from 88 members to over 400.

Eat to ride or ride to eat.

Credit: Melissa Claxton-Oldfield

Building on this experience, Claxton-Oldfield starting Scenic
Cycle Tours. Each tour provides the key elements that cycle
tourists are looking for:

Cyclists love waterfront routes.

Credit: Melissa Claxton-Oldfield

New cyclists and members are welcomed at open houses
and Tuesday evening Rookie Rides, which grew from 15 to
100. To learn safe riding techniques and stay at a manageable size, the ride splits into smaller groups based on skill
level. Bike care has also been incorporated into the Club offerings. Basic bike maintenance workshops teach the names
of parts, routine upkeep and tire changes.
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Around Lake

• Welcoming people and places
• Safe cycling and bike parking
• Scenic and quiet roads, especially by water
• The opportunity to “eat to ride or ride to eat”
• Unique experiences
• Time to stop and smell the roses

For more information, visit www.sceniccycletours.com and
www.oshawacyclingclub.org

Fun and safety in numbers.

Credit: Melissa Claxton-Oldfield

Gathering before a ride.

Credit: Melissa Claxton-Oldfield
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Connecting with Cycling Tours and Events

Increasing Tourism: Outdoor Advocacy Through Mountain Bike Events and Trail Networks
Sean Ruppel - Owner, Superfly Racing and Co-Owner, Chico Racing
Sean Ruppel, along with his brother Adam, have been involved
in mountain biking since the infancy of the sport and have
seen the evolution of bikes from no shocks to the dual suspension models common today.

The same impact can be seen elsewhere. Elliot Lake, almost 6
hours from Toronto, sought to develop tourism through mountain biking. With hundreds of kilometers of trails, Chico Racing
was approached to bring a mountain biking event. Elliot Lake
has now hosted three Ontario Cup races, attracting 400 riders
to each event.

As a transition from participating in races, Chico Racing was
started in 1994 and are celebrating 20 years as the largest mountain bike-focused company in Ontario. Their work
involves building venues with trail creation, liasing with land
owners and bringing events to different areas.
One of Chico Racing’s signature events, the 24 Hour Summer Solstice has been held at Albion Hills since 1999, after
outgrowing Garanaska Forest. The event has sold out every
year and brings in 2,200 riders and 3,500 people over the
weekend. Since building the necessary trails and hosting
the event, over a quarter of Albion Hills revenue comes from
mountain biking events and riding fees, which is essentially
found money.

Sudbury trail network plans.

Credit: Rob St. Marseille

Sudbury is yet another example. After 8 years of trail building,
they were ready to host an event. 450 riders came, bringing with
them another 150 people all spending on food, lodging and fun.
Cycle tourists and the mountain bikers are a desirable tourism
market to attract. Here are 3 reasons why:
• If you build it, they will come - Cyclists are always looking for
new experiences, events and terrain.
• Sponsorship potential – Many opportunities from inside the
cycling industry and outside.
• Trail maintenance - Mountain biking doesn’t have the same
trail usage issues that motorized vehicles have.

24 Hours of Summer Solstice starting line.

Credit: Sean Ruppel

For more information, visit wwww.superflyracing.com and
www.chicoracing.com

If you build a great mountain bike trail network, it doesn’t
matter where you are. There is ample evidence that trails and
events can build areas, from Moab, Utah to Cable, Wisconsin
to Sudbury, Ontario. Ruppel’s company Superfly Trail Building
works on private and government lands to develop trails and
expand mountain biking across the province.
In Haliburton, Sir Sam’s Ski and Bike has opened up with
trail building and mountain bike events. 2012’s Crank the
Shield race brought in 250 people over 3 days and an estimated $100,000 was spent. This occurred in the shoulder season, adding to the economic benefit and appeal of
the event to the town.
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Anyone interested in cycling can sponsor, including Milk.
Credit: Sean Ruppel
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Connecting with Cycling Tours and Events

Vélo Québec Voyages
Yolande Garant - Director, Vélo Québec Voyages
Vélo Quebec is a non-profit organization with three major divisions – a travel agency, magazines and the association that
manages the 5,000 km Route Verte. The travel agency, Vélo
Québec Voyages (VQV) was established in 1995 and hosts the
Montreal Bike Fest and develops group and individual trips.
Operating in 70 local and international destinations, 6,000
people travel with VQV annually. Trips range from 3 days to 3
weeks long and flat Level 1 to Level 6 Tour de France terrain.

The Grand Tour: Under the stars.

(Credit: Didier Bertrand)

is essentially a moving village, with 1,800-2,000 riding 700
km over 7 days. The event requires 60 cycling volunteers and
ample accommodations. Most cyclists are on the “under the
stars” camping package, 300 ride for just the weekend and
300 stay in hotels.
Relaxing at evening camp.

(Credit: Veronica Leonard)

What sets VQV apart is their trips allow one to “travel free as a
bird.” Tour members ride their own bikes at their own speed,
discovering a destination at their own pace. When developing
tours, the cycling experience is the primary concern, followed
by food quality.
People choose which trips based on:
1. Destination – Local versus international, length of trip
2. Interest – Bicycling as primary or secondary reason for trip
in addition to culture, food, history, etc.
3. Weather – To find or avoid heat, humidity
4. Physical Challenge - Level of effort and intensity
5. Budget
VQV also host cycling events, including the Grand Tour Desjardins, which is celebrating its 20th year. The sell out event

In 2011 the Grand Tour took place in Southeastern Ontario,
around the Thousand Islands and Rideau Lake area. Survey
feedback from this event revealed the following rider profiles:
55% women
64% 35-55 years old
96% Mainly French speakers who live in Quebec
59% Earn $80,000+
61% university educated
61% professional
10% own their own business
82% Discovered Ontario as a cycling destination
81% Plan to return
91% Would recommend Ontario as a travel destination
For more information, visit www.explorebybike.com

The Grand Tour: A moving village. 								
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Credit: Vélo Quebec Voyages
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Maps, Apps and Promotions

Diving into the Mobile Market
Peter Lipscombe - Web Project Manager, Waterfront Regeneration Trust
With the age of paper map buyers averaging over 56 years
old, paper maps are on their way out. Instead cycle tourists
are looking to their phones for the information they need.
Digital maps and apps also help cyclists travel light, give upto-date information instantly and can be tied in with local marketing opportunities. In addition, they are cheaper to provide
and update than print maps and have a farther reach.

2004

2009

2013

To find this information for your website, use Google Analytics.
It provides statistics about website traffic including volume,
referring browsers and platforms, and if users find your site
through a web search, link or directly. It also plots trends and
changes over time.
When making the transition to mobile, there are several decisions to make. App or mobile-friendly website? Custom app or
template app? The decision depends on your needs and budget.
An app provides the most functionality and has features a
website can’t provide. Users can pinpoint local info with GPS,
highlight area businesses, give and leave user feedback and
receive information. However, with the range of phones on
the market, an app must work on multiple platforms (Android,
iPhone, BlackBerry, Windows) or exclude users.

Evolution of Waterfront Trail & Greenway Mapbooks.
(Credit: Peter Lipscombe)

The Waterfront Regeneration Trust (WRT) works to complete,
help restore and market the 720 km Lake Ontario Waterfront Trail and Lake Erie Waterfront Trail (opening in summer
2013). The WRT is working towards more mobile-friendly
content with social media integration. About half of all internet
searches are from mobile devices, accounting for 15% of
www.waterfronttrail.org traffic.
The map pages, organized by region, segmented into small
route sections and with detailed information about the area
including trail connections, attractions, accommodations and
more are the most visited pages. The challenge is to display
the relevant information that a mobile user may need.

Mobile Websites

There are many custom tourism apps out there. Discover Ottawa, EveryTrail and Ontario Trails Council are a few excellent
examples. However, custom app can be expensive to develop
($15K-$100K range), and harder to maintain.

App Development
Information

Standard
Website

Mobile
Friendly

Your Org.com

Mobile
Website
(HTML 5)

Native App

Android App

iPhone App

The app development decision tree.

Blackberry

(Credit: Peter Lipscombe)

There are also many off-the-shelf products that might fit your
needs and budget, at the expense of losing some control over
the final product. Some mapping apps are MapMyRide, Strava
and Avenza’s PDF Maps.
A responsive design website using HTML5 will identify mobile
users and display content appropriately. All phones can access the site through their browsers, updates are easier, but
they tend to be slower than apps.
Whichever choice is best for you, making tourism information
more mobile-friendly is essential and provides opportunities
to for integrated marketing.

Website viewed on phone and mobile website. (Credit: Peter Lipscombe)
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For more information, visit www.waterfronttrail.org
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Digital Offline, Interactive Maps for Today’s Cyclist
Tristan Lyttle - App Manager, Avenza Systems Inc.

Cyclists are going digital. Almost everyone has a powerful
mobile device and cyclists want to display and navigate digital
maps on smartphones and tablets.

The app is a simple and low cost option for anyone looking
to create a digital cycling map that can be downloaded to an
iPhone, iPad or Android device.

Avenza Systems is a Toronto-based digital technology firm,
specializing in the design and support of software and royaltyfree map data for the mapping and geographic information
systems (GIS) industries. Their products are used internationally in a wide array of businesses.

PDF Maps features allow users to:

Example of free PDF map.

• Load geospatial PDF maps from multiple sources – iTunes,
DropBox, PC and Mac files, Internet URLs or from the online
Avenza Map Store
• Find tourist, cycling, transit and more map types
• Download maps for offline use
• Use GPS to find your current location on a map
• Use GPS to find nearby maps

(Credit: Avenza)

Included in Avenza’s software product line is the awardwinning PDF Maps, an interactive map app that combines
the intelligence of geospatial data with the simplicity of PDFs.
Geospatial data identifies the geographic location of boundaries and features, such as mountains, cities, roads, rivers,
lakes, buildings, and can be mapped digitally.

Find nearby maps with PDF Maps.

(Credit: Avenza)

• Search within maps to find points of interest
• Add placemarks to maps with attributes manually or via
import (KML-format)
• Attach photos to placemarks and share with others
• Trace a route and export data (KML/CSV/GPX) to be used
by others
• Measure distance or calculate area
Professional map creators can become vendors on the Avenza
Map Store and provide digital maps for a cost or free. Government agencies and other organizations like the City of Toronto
and Niagara Region have taken advantage of the free map
distribution options.
For more information, visit www.pdf-maps.com

PDF Maps instructions. 			

(Credit: Avenza)
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Maps, Apps and Promotions

Building Destination Trails
Chris Hughes - Partner, BC Hughes Tourism Consulting
What is a cycling destination?
A place where the traveller’s primary motivation is bicycle riding.
Let’s face it – cyclists like to spend money. Cycle tourism can
play a significant role in economic development for a region.
Cycling experiences are sexy to promote and help to build
destination brands.

6) Is it clusterable?
Several places in a small geographical area can help each
other by marketing the group as a whole. For example, the
Guelph/Waterloo/Cambridge region has three great mountain-bike areas, all a short drive from each other.
7) Is it brandable? Is my route well-known?

So, how do you get your trails/route onto a cyclist’s bucket
list? Ask yourself these questions:

For every hour of travel, there should be four hours of activity.

The Wine Route brings cyclists from across the
province to the Niagara region. Whistler mountain biking trails attract riders from across
North America and beyond. The Waterfront
Wine Route (Credit: Chris Hughes)
Trail now spans two Great Lakes.

2) Does my route have a famous or defining feature?

8) Are the locals proud or pissed?

1) Does my route adhere to the 4-times rule?

Locals must be on board. Show them the benefits of sharing
their trails with cycle tourists; after all, they probably built the
trails in the first place.
9) Are there ways to spend money?
Are there food, drink, accommodation options and shops in
the area?
10) P b 4 M = Product before Marketing
You have to invest in route/trail development first, before you
even consider selling your cycling experience to the public.
Waterfall and swimming at MacGregor Point Provincial Park.
(Credit: Chris Hughes)

3) Is it memorable? Does it have ‘touch points’ for riders to
rave to friends about, and come back for more?

Your answers to these questions can make or break a cyclist’s
experience on your trails, and if done right, can help to make
it more than just a one-time visit.
For more information, visit www.bchughes.ca

4) Is it a niche product? What makes us different from our
local competition?
5) Are there amenities on the way?
Are there washrooms?
Is there good trail signage?
Are there distance markers?
Is there a bike wash area?

Fun and functional outhouse.
(Credit: Chris Hughes)
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Unique cycle tourism product and Evergreen Brickworks bike workshops
(Credit: Chris Hughes)
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Keynote

Bicycles in Ontario: A retailer/distributor view on the cycling market and trends
Martin McDonald - Operations Manager, Live to Play Sports Group Inc.

Cycling trends and technologies are always evolving and
Norco responds with new products, currently making 155
models of road, metro/hybrid, BMX and
mountain bikes. Founded in 1964, Norco is
the largest parts and accessories distributor in Canada and focuses on supporting
independent bike retailers. Martin McDonald shared his insights from 20 years in the
bike industry, visiting over 600 bike shops,
and some of Norco’s recent statistics.

Mountain Bike
Trails

Bike Parks

Cycling
Industry

Changes in buying habits since 2011 have seen a 21%
increase of hybrid bike purchases and small 4% increase
in road bikes. The relatively new 29” wheel mountain bikes
saw a 48% increase at the expense of the 26” frame.

Commuting/
Metro Market

Four areas that fuel the cycling industry		

The market share is shifting towards pavement riding, which
accounts for 56% of sales. Mountain bikes make up 31%
of sales and the rest is other. This shift is related to cycling
infrastructure, increased commuting in urban areas, and
cycling trends.

Cycling
Industry
Commuting/
Metro Market

2011-12 Bicycle sales by category		

(Credit: Norco)

independent bicycle dealers in Ontario, 100 of which are in
Toronto. In the last 5 years, 80 new bike stores opened across
Ontario and 25 new stores opened in Toronto alone. Many of
these stores are focused on one specific market, like BMX,
commuters or mountain biking.
Bikes do mean business, with an average of 35 cents of each
dollar spent in a local bicycle shop going back into the local
economy. Average annual sales of an Ontario bike store is estimated at $800,000. With 330 shops province wide, the bike
industry puts approximately $92.4 million back into Ontario’s
economy.

Mountain Bike
Trails

Bike Parks

Charity &
Community
Rides

Despite this significant growth, threats to local retailers include:
• Trail closures due to lack of funding,
• Lack of infrastructure investment for bike lanes and cycling
paths that support safe cycling
• Poor road condition
• Mass market and online retailers
• High cost of storefront locations in urban centres

Charity &
Community
Rides

(Credit: Norco)

For more information, visit www.livetoplaysports.com and
www.norco.com
Cycling infrastructure and events impact the bicycle sales.
From the manufacturing side, the significant growth in mountain bike trails, charity and community rides and bike parks
are evident. For example, the indoor bike park Joyride 150
in Markham attracts 40,000 annually. In addition, condos in
urban areas and bike lanes are growing a new generation of
cycling commuters and cycle tourists.
Investment in cycling infrastructure and trails can be seen
in the increased number of bike stores. Ontario has 330
Trail investment leads to bicycle sales		
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(Credit: Norco)
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Conference Hosts and Coordinators

Transportation Options Association of Ontario and Ontario Welcome Cyclists Partnership
Louisa Mursell - Projects Director, Transportation Options
The Ontario Cycle Tourism Forum 2013 was coordinated by the
Ontario Welcome Cyclists Partnership, a program of the non
profit organization, Transportation Options Association of Ontario.
For over twenty years, Transportation Options has been dedicated to fostering sustainable mobility and tourism solutions across
Ontario, with a proven track record of developing, supporting and
working with a range of partners on many successful and innovative programs, including those featured below.
Ontario Welcome Cyclists Partnership –
www.transportationoptions.org/owcp
Working in collaboration with
industry partners, this Ontariowide initiative facilitates destination development and promotion of Ontario’s growing cycle
tourism product. In working
towards meeting a number of key
objectives, the Ontario Welcome
Cyclists Partnership’s goal is to
make Ontario a top cycle tourism Cycling maps and information
destination in North America.
made available at events.
An important part of the Partnership is	
   incorporating input from
an advisory committee, which includes a range of representatives from across the Province with a variety of relevant backgrounds. The group consists of 30 participants, incorporating fair
regional representation based on the Provincial Regional Tourism
Organization geographical breakdown of Ontario (RTO1-13).
Welcome Cyclists Network – www.welcomecyclists.ca
The Welcome Cyclists Network inspires visitors and residents
to explore more by bike by providing a variety of information
on cycling in Ontario. The Network is an excellent resource
for regional cycling maps to help plan day trips or multi day
cycling itineraries with stops at certified bicycle friendly business locations en route.
For tourism partners, the Welcome Cyclists Network is a
program that certifies and promotes bicycle friendly businesses and cycle tourism
in a growing number of
regions across Ontario. The
Network is open to accommodations, food services,
attractions, and cycling
related businesses and
Welcome Cyclists certified campground. organizations interested
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in cycle tourism. The Welcome Cyclists Network is launched in
each region with an informative workshop, after which local
businesses may register on-line, at no charge, to participate in
the Network and ultimately reach the growing number of cycle
tourists in Ontario.
As of March 2013, there are 21 regions participating in this
program. With 31 workshops to date, there have already been
815 registered workshop attendees. As a result there are over
600 certified bicycle friendly businesses and participating
locations in Ontario and the program continues to grow.
Bike Train Initiative – www.biketrain.ca
The award winning Bike Train Initiative introduced roll-onroll-off bike transportation service and bike racks on board
passenger rail trains to destinations across Ontario, making
cycling holidays easy and accessible.
Having worked with all major
rail companies in Ontario,
including VIA Rail, GO Transit
and Ontario Northland, the
initiative first began with
VIA Rail and Transportation
Options acting as operation
partners for the Toronto to
Bike Train making bike transportation Niagara summer Bike Train
by
service from 2007 to 2009. In
	
   rail easy.
2009 and 2010, the service
was expanded to include Ontario Northland routes from Toronto
to Gravenhurst, Bracebridge, Huntsville and North Bay. Since
2010, the organization has been promotional partners for both
the VIA Rail service between Windsor-Toronto-Ottawa-Montreal
and the GO Transit summer Toronto-Niagara route, using the
Bike Train brand to promote the rail companies respective bike
transportation services.
Parkbus - www.parkbus.ca
Transportation Options also coordinates the popular Parkbus
service, providing express bus service from Toronto and Ottawa to select provincial and national parks in Ontario.
Transportation Options offers a number of consulting and
project management services, suitable for government partners, regional tourism or private business clients.
For information and quick links to all programs, visit
www.transportationoptions.org
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Want to learn more from and about the Ontario Cycle Tourism Forum 2013?
The following information is also available:
• Full conference program
• Speakers biographies
• Presentation slides
Visit www.welcomecyclists.ca/octf13
Or contact us directly:
416-827-2774 or 1-866-701-2774
information@welcomecyclists.ca
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